Greatest Mother World Foringer Alonzo E
“the greatest mother in the world” - york university - in february 1918, artist a. e. foringer produced a
poster for the american red cross entitled “the greatest mother in the world.” widely used at the time by most
of the allied red cross societies (and subsequently reused during the second world war), the poster
encapsulated much of what led boul 1 katie boul dr. drouin - orgs.utulsa - world war i 20 february 2013
the greatest mother in the world gender plays an enormous role in reading war posters, especially those from
the world war i era. a.e. foringer’s poster, “the greatest mother in the world,” created in 1918 for the american
red cross, is no different. it, too, employs gender to make a point and encourage men njs presents
museums, archives, artifacts, and documents ... - foringer’s greatest mother in the world. the poster is of
particular relevance to new jersey studies because its creator lived in the garden state. since foringer has
never been the subject of a biographical study, retrospective exhibition, or catalogue raisonné, extant
information about his early life is very limited. an examination of the great war and women's
consciousness - the great war and women's consciousness images of militarism and womanhood in women's
writings, 1914-64 ... throughout the world typeset by footnote graphics, warminster, wilts ... my mother and
granny took my brother, who could be 'a bit of a handful', off in one direction, and i was left, most unusually,
alone ... teacher resources - nj - the greatest mother in the world 1918 alonzo foringer (1878-1948) offset
lithograph it is the most famous image in italian renaissance art. in michelangelo’s pietà, a seated virgin mary
cradles the lifeless body of jesus christ. the beautiful, humanistic sculpture inspired new jersey illustrator
alonzo foringer to copy it for a call to duty: world war posters - dayton art institute - call to duty: world
war posters call to duty: world war posters is organized by the reading public museum, reading, pennsylvania.
all posters are courtesy of the reading public museum. ... alonzo e. foringer the greatest mother in the world;
1918 american $500 74; alonzo e. foringer drawing of miss agnes tait (the model for greatest mother in ...
“bravely and loyally they answered the call”: st. john ... - figure 1: the greatest mother in the world a.e.
foringer (artist) july 1918 library and archives canada 1983-28-1507 . history of intellectual culture, 2005 3
activist and pacifist, sadly recognizing the carnage and waste of young lives. ironically, visions of america
calling every man, woman, and child ... - 6 alonzo foringer, the greatest mother in the world, 1918,
anonymous gift, t524 7 edmund m. ashe, lend the way they fight, 1918, gift of dr. and mrs. e. henry keutmann,
73.172 8 unknown, my daddy bought me a government bond, 1917, anonymous gift, t527 9 kenyon cox, the
sword is drawn, 1917, gift of dr. and world war i poster collection, 1918, n.d. - world war i poster
collection, 1918, n.d. collection information historical sketch scope and content note series contents cataloging
information processed by shirley yegerlehner, donna zimmerman, david pfeiffer, dorothy a. nicholson 18 april
2008 revised 8 august 2009 manuscript and visual collections department william henry smith memorial
library world war i posters and ephemera collection - during world war i, julia ward (b1900- d1962) was a
teenager living with her family in washington d.c. and may have collected these posters and other ephemera.
julia’s father was a retired naval lieutenant. her family spent time abroad during the earlier years of her life.
both her time abroad and the family’s military the endurance of nationalism - assets - the endurance of
nationalism ... he argues that nationalism’s enduring power to shape the world we live in arises directly out of
its position at the heart of inescapable social and political ... 7 ‘‘the greatest mother in the world.’’ artist:
alonzo earl foringer (born 1878). courtesy of the library of congress, the american red cross from clara
barton to the new deal - “the greatest mother in the world,” a red cross world war i fund-raising poster,
1917. alonzo foringer, artist. world war i posters collection, library of congress. the st. louis red cross motor
corps on duty during the influenza pandemic, october 1918. paper, poster ephemera part 1 one source
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